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The principal aim of this study is to analyze the internal and external Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) functions attributed by university students to enterprises in their
habitual economic activity, just as the influence of academic background in such subjective
perceptions. Justification of that undergraduate focus is twofold. First, at a time when
adaptation of professional profiles to new socioeconomic needs has became a priority for the
new structure of university studies in the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), it seems
pertinent to analyze the concept of CSR hold by students with different academic background.
Second, as consumers, undergraduates’ expectations of social responsibilities to be fulfilled
by enterprises is useful as a guidance to improve adaptation of CSR decisions to the demands
of specific segments of such an objective public by academic area. Self-reported data was
collected through a structured questionnaire from a total sample of 400 Spanish
undergraduates. Descriptive and multivariate analysis revealed a generalized awareness of
the relevance of socially responsible criteria, particularly when concerned to relationships
with employees and consumers. Moreover, students in Experimental and Technical fields
showed higher expectations of enterprises’ social responsibilities than those within Social,
Health and Humanities.
Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), attitudes, undergraduate students,
European Higher Education Area (EHEA), academic background, Spain
1. Introduction
As a consequence of the increasing dynamism of current marketplaces and global economic
activity in general, all kind of organizations around the world are nowadays concerned for
maintaining their reputation and making it clear their involvement with social demands and
changes, in order to send a signal to the various stakeholders with whom they interact. Even
private enterprises –as organizational paradigms of “selfish” search for their own benefit– are
aware of the need of satisfying the expectations of objective publics other than investors and
clients. This entire have resulted in the substitution of a shareholders theory for a stakeholders
theory, based on a wider and much more integrated concept of organizational activity.
In words of Baker (2006, pp. 197–198), “distinction between success and failure in
competitive markets may be reduced to two basic issues, first, an understanding of marketing
needs, and, second, the ability to deliver added value”. From this viewpoint, widely accepted
among academics and experts, it is assumed that consumers’ demands and expectancies have
to be satisfied, beyond what concerned to the specific product destined to satisfy the need
which originated the relationship with the enterprise.
In this respect, issues such as collaboration with social causes, guarantee of fair work
relationships with employees, suppliers and distributors, fair trade, environmental awareness
and sustainable development, work insertion of marginal collectives, and health and safety at
work are, among others, new expectations of consumers to be fulfilled by enterprises. At the
same time, enterprises are more and more convinced that improvement of social settings
through their own activity has a great potential to contribute to the objectives pursued. Hence,
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) practices are becoming a new way to manage quality
in organizations.
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From this setting, this paper is aimed to analyze the CSR functions attributed by
university students within different academic areas to enterprises in their habitual economic
activity. Justification of such an undergraduate focus is twofold. First, at a time when
adaptation of professional profiles to new socioeconomic needs has became a priority for the
new structure of university studies in the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), it seems
pertinent to analyze the concept of CSR hold by students with different academic background.
Second, as consumers, undergraduates’ expectations of social responsibilities to be fulfilled
by enterprises is useful as a guidance to improve adaptation of CSR decisions to the demands
of specific segments of such an objective public by academic area.
At the same time, while several attempts has been oriented to discuss whether CSR
contents should be imparted throughout business curricula (Granz–Hayes 1988, Hathaway
1990, Ibrahim et al 2006) or to compare business students with practicing managers (Stevens
1984, Smith et al 1999, Ibrahim et al 2006), very few studies have analyzed CSR conceptions
of students in the various academic fields and discuss its implications for their future
professional role as professionals.
Based on these arguments, this paper is organized as follows. First, we review the
concept of CSR and the dimensions attributed to it in specialized literature and European
policy. Second, we present some results from a study aimed to analyze the CSR functions
attributed by a sample of Spanish university students to enterprises in their habitual economic
activity. Finally, implications of results for improving corporate governance and CSR are
discussed.
2. Dimensions of sustainability and responsibility in organizations
Earlier references to CSR in occidental literature date from the 1950s (e.g., Drucker 1954,
Eells 1956, Heald 1957, Selekman 1959), when Bowen (1953) –known as the “father” of CSR
concept– stressed the idea that larger companies are power centers whose decisions and
activities affect people’s lives in different ways, concluding that it seems reasonable to expect
that managers assume some kind of responsibility on the matter.
Afterwards, in 1960s and 1970s decades, it took place a conjoint stage of formalization
and consolidation of the construct, with contributions of many authors from different fields
(e.g., Davis 1960, 1967; McGuire 1963, Heald 1970, Johnson 1971, Eells–Walton 1974, Sethi
1975, Preston 1978).
Most speeches in these years were aimed to back up the premises that economy’s
production means should be employed in a way that production and distribution could reach
total socioeconomic welfare (Frederick 1960) and that relationships between corporations and
society should be took into account by high-tech directives when considering the common
objectives of all the enterprise’s stakeholders (Walton 1967).
In this context, the Committee for Economic Development (CED 1971) in United States
gave the first explicit official support to CSR postulates, providing a definition of the
construct articulated around three concentric circles (Figure 1):
− The inner circle includes basic economic functions – growth, products, and jobs.
− The intermediate circle suggests that the economic functions must be exercised with a
sensitive awareness of changing social values and priorities.
− The outer circle outlines newly emerging and still amorphous responsibilities that
business should assume to become more actively involved in improving the social
environment.
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Figure 1.
1 The three concentric circles in th
he definition
n of CSR acccording to CED

Sourcee: Adapted from CED (1971
1)

Suummarizingg the previo
ous, at the bbeginning of
o the 1970
0s it was cllearly perceeived the
explicit character of
o the social dimensionn in a busin
ness approacch that stresssed the design and
mentation of efficient management methods, what
w stimulaated the expploration of new and
implem
nment and all kind off social colllectives,
novel relationshipss between entrepreneuurs, govern
these beeing or not recipients
r
of the producctive offer.
Thhis new conncept of entterprises’ fuunctions and
d missions led
l to a new
w concept of “social
marketiing” or “caause related
d marketingg”, with pio
oneering ex
xperiences ssuch as thee Nirodh
m for control of birthrrate establisshed in 196
68 in Indiaa, or the Naational Hig
gh Blood
Program
Pressurre Educationn Program (NHBPEP)) established
d in 1972 in
n United Staates.
Im
mplications of this new
w concept of businesss missions for quality managemeent were
evident.. In words of
o Davis (1973, pp. 3112–313), CS
SR “refers to the firm ’s consideration of,
and respponse to, isssues beyond
d the narrow
w economicc, technical,, and legal requiremen
nts of the
firm. It is the firm
m’s obligatio
on to evaluuate in its decision-ma
d
aking proces
ess the effeccts of its
decisionns on the exxternal socia
al system inn a manner that will acccomplish soocial benefi
fits along
with thee traditionall economic gains whichh the firm seeeks.”
Inn this contexxt, Carroll (1979) shapped one of the
t first mo
odels for CSSR decision
n-making
and mannagement, starting fro
om the basee that manaagers should
d be providded with: 1)) a clear
conceptt of CSR, ii) a list of reasonss justifying its existen
nce (or ann account of
o those
stakeholders towarrds which th
he enterprisse has a ressponsibility
y, relationshhip or depen
ndence);
and iii) an specificaation of the responsibillity’s philossophy towarrds correspoonding topiccs. From
this view, CSR is understood
d as an adap
aptive consttruct, consid
dering that social expeectations
can be ddifferent forr different teemporal perriods.
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Figure
F
2. Caarroll’s pyraamid of CSR
R

Source: Ad
dapted from Ca
Carroll (1991)

Frrom these contribution
ns, in the 1980s and
d 1990s it was initiateed a new stage of
consoliddation and specializatio
s
on of CSR as research
h topic, with
h an increassing proliferration of
both coonceptual annd empiricaal works (e..g., Jones 1980,
1
Dalto
on–Cosier 11982, Carro
oll 1983,
Druckerr 1984, Epsstein 1987, Wood 1991 ). In this frramework, the
t new Carrroll’s CSR
R concept
was bassed on four responsibillity componnents or lev
vels represeented in the form of a pyramid
(Carrolll 1991), as shown in Figure
F
2. A
According to
o this vision of CRS, it encompaasses the
econom
mic, legal, etthical, and philanthropi
p
ic expectatiions placed on organizzations by so
ociety at
a given point in tim
me.
b
a “new
w gold agee” in CSR research, aat a time when
w
its
Siince 2001 there has been
encouraagement is currently at
a the hearrt of host of
o requirem
ments and ppublic standards in
differennt countries around the globe. In E
Europe, governmental awareness
a
oof the imporrtance of
this topiic began to be explicitt in the Lisbbon European Council,, celebratedd in 2000. Itt made a
special appeal to companiess’ sense off social ressponsibility regarding best practtices for
nisation, eqqual opporttunities, soccial inclusiion and susstainable
lifelongg learning, work organ
developpment (Euroopean Comm
mission 20000).
A
Afterwards, the
t Green Paper
P
for proomoting a European
E
Frramework fo
for CSR desscribed it
as “a cconcept whhereby comp
panies inteegrate socia
al and envvironmentall concerns in their
businesss operationns and in th
heir interacction with their
t
stakeh
holders on a voluntary
ry basis”
(Europeean Commiission 2001
1, p. 6.). T
The docum
ment identiffies two ddistinct dim
mensions,
internal and externnal, of CSR
R. From thhis view, within
w
the company,
c
ssocially responsible
practicees primarilyy involve em
mployees annd relate to issues such as investinng in human
n capital,
health aand safety, and manag
ging changee, while env
vironmentallly responsiible practices relate
mainly to the mannagement off natural reesources useed in the production. On the oth
her hand,
CSR exxtends beyonnd the doorrs of the com
mpany into the local co
ommunity aand involvees a wide
range off stakeholdeers, includin
ng business partners an
nd suppliers, customerss, public autthorities,
and NG
GOs represennting local communitie
c
es, as well as
a the enviro
onment.
Thhis vision of
o CSR fits with the onne endorsed
d by the norm
m ISO 260000, launcheed by the
Internattional Organnization forr Standardizzation (ISO) in Octobeer 2010 for giving guid
dance on
social responsibilitty in organiizations. It is intended
d for use by
y organizatiions of all types,
t
in
both puublic and private
p
secctors, in deeveloped an
nd develop
ping countrries, as weell as in
econom
mies in transsition. ISO 2600 contaains guidancce, not requ
uirements, aand therefore is not
for use as a certiffication staandard. Thiis norm con
nceives CS
SR as the rresult of reeciprocal
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relationnships betweeen organizzations andd society an
nd stakeholders, it beiing understood that
enterpriises shouldd base theeir decisionn and actiivities on the satisfaaction of society’s
s
expectaations and sttakeholders’ interests ((Figure 3). From this appreciation
a
n, seven dim
mensions
are attriibuted to CS
SR: organizzational govvernance, hu
uman rightss, work pracctices, envirronment,
fair gaame practicces, consum
mer-relatedd issues, and
a
involveement withh commun
nity and
developpment (ISO 26000, 2010).
Frrom this liteerature and
d political reeview, it fo
ollows that CSR
C
practicces are beccoming a
powerfuul tool for enterprises,
e
in
i order to m
maintain th
heir reputatio
on, send a ssignal to thee various
stakeholders with whom
w
they interact andd, at the end
d, generate added
a
valuee for society
y. In this
context,, CSR expectations of
o future unniversity grraduates, ass both new
w labour fo
orce and
potentiaal consumeers, might be a fruiitful guidan
nce for deecision-makking about quality
manageement in orgganizations. Next, we present som
me results from
f
a studdy aimed to analyze
the CSR
R functions attributed by
b a sample of undergraduates within differennt academicc areas to
enterpriises in their habitual economic actiivity.
Figure 3. Relationship
R
ps between organizatio
ons, society and stakehoolders (ISO 26000)

Soource: ISO 26
6000 (2010)

3. Meth
hod and ressult
3.1. Sam
mple and prrocedure
Self-repport data waas collected
d through a structured questionnaiire from a ttotal sample of 400
studentss at the Uniiversity of León,
L
ensurring a repreesentative 95%
9
(being e = ± 5%; p = q =
0.50).
Paarticipants were selectted throughh a procedu
ure of stratified samplling, in acccordance
with thee real distrribution of students byy field of study.
s
Baseed on this procedure, 45% of
responddents indicaated a main academic background
d on Sociall & Legal ddisciplines, 25% on
Techniccal & Enginneering, 13.5% on Heaalth, 11.8%
% on Experiimental scieences, and 4.8%
4
on
Humaniities. Amonng the total,, 216 were females (54
4%) and 18
84 males (466%), aged 18 to 36
years olld, the meann age being 21.95 (SD = 2.00).
Paarticipants were asked
d about thheir percepttions of ex
xpected ressponsibilitiees to be
assumedd by enterrprises with
h regard too eight intternal (e.g.,, health annd safety at
a work,
professiional develoopment and
d lifelong leearning, ressponsible reelationshipss with shareeholders,
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etc.) and nine external (e.g., quality products adapted to consumers’ expectations, ethical
commitment to suppliers and distributors, fair play in the relationships with competitors,
respect for the environment, etc) CSR activities according to the Green Paper (European
Commission 2001). Respondents had to assess every statement on a five-point Likert-type
scale ranging from 1 (“not important at all”) to 5 (“very important”).
Descriptive and multivariate analyses were performed to identify the CSR activities
more frequently assigned by undergraduates to companies, and the effect of academic area on
the expectations of individuals.
3.2. Results
Table 1 shows response percentages of perceived importance for the eight internal and nine
external CSR activities, just as mean values (last column) as a measure for global current
perceived importance of every item. Mean scores are also displayed in Figure 4.
According to results, CSR practices more expected by respondents corresponded to
internal activities related to work conditions of employees, with average scores over 4 in most
items. Exceptions were “balance between work, family and leisure”, “volunteering activities
for employees” and “better information throughout the company” (scoring average values of
3.97, 3.28 and 3.88 on the 1 to 5 scale).
While high, perceived importance was lower for external CSR practices, with average
scores under 4 in most items, except “quality products adapted to consumers’ expectations”
(M = 4.21) and “useful and truthful information about products” (M = 4.18), and “respect for
the environment” (M = 4.14).
Therefore, participants’ expectations concentrated mainly on organizational practices
directed towards employees, consumers and the environment, whereas the remaining practices
were perceived important but less central in the set of social functions attributed to
enterprises.
Table 1. Perceived importance of CSR practices
Health and safety at work
Professional development and lifelong learning
Equal opportunities for employees
Balance between work, family and leisure
Fair work relations
Volunteering activities for employees
Better information throughout the company
Responsible relationships with shareholders
Quality products adapted to consumers’
expectations
Useful and truthful information about products
Ethical commitment to suppliers and
distributors
Fair play in the relationships with competitors
Respect for the environment
Contribution to regional socio-economic
development
Involvement in community interests
Collaboration with Public Administration and
NGOs
Social dialogue with government and
enterprises

1
0.8%
0.5%
1.3%
2.5%
1.3%
6.8%
1.3%
1.3%

2
4.0%
3.0%
4.8%
6.3%
4.0%
15.9%
6.8%
4.8%

3
10.3%
12.8%
14.3%
22.3%
12.5%
36.5%
25.0%
17.3%

4
25.8%
36.5%
31.8%
29.6%
27.5%
24.4%
36.5%
41.3%

5
59.3%
47.3%
47.9%
39.3%
54.8%
16.4%
30.5%
35.5%

Mean (SD)
4.39 (0.88)
4.27 (0.83)
4.20 (0.94)
3.97 (1.05)
4.31(0.92)
3.28 (1.12)
3.88 (0.96)
4.05 (0.91)

1.0%

2.0%

18.0%

33.3%

45.6%

4.21 (0.88)

0.3%

3.5%

17.3%

36.1%

42.9%

4.18 (0.86)

1.3%

5.5%

22.4%

38.7%

32.2%

3.95 (0.94)

2.8%
1.5%

6.0%
5.3%

19.8%
14.0%

36.9%
36.3%

34.4%
43.0%

3.94 (1.02)
4.14 (0.95)

1.8%

4.0%

22.1%

38.4%

33.7%

3.98 (0.94)

3.0%

6.5%

32.8%

33.1%

24.6%

3.70 (1.01)

1.5%

9.0%

23.0%

39.8%

26.8%

3.81 (0.98)

1.5%

6.3%

25.0%

37.4%

29.8%

3.88 (0.96)

Source: own construction
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F
Figure
4. Mean
M
scores in perceiveed importance of CSR ppractices

Soource: own coonstruction

Based on thhese preliminary descrriptive resu
ults, we performed a one-way betweenb
VA) to investigate the effect of academic
a
groups multivariate analysis of variancee (MANOV
o the two sets of item
ms regardin
ng consumeers’ expectaations of
area (inndependent variable) on
externall and internal CSR pracctices (depeendent variaables).
Results show
wed a stattistically siignificant difference
d
between
b
unndergraduattes with
differennt academic background
d on the com
mbined dep
pendent variiables: F (688, 1431) = 1.77,
1
p<
.001; W
Wilks’ Lambbda = .729; partial
p
eta s quared = .0
076 (Table 2).
2
Table 22. Results frrom MANO
OVA
Wilkss’
Lambd
da

F

Partial
Eta
Squared

Health aand safety at work
w
Professiional developm
ment and lifelong learning
Equal oppportunities for
fo employees
Balancee between worrk, family and
d leisure
Fair worrk relations
Volunteeering activitiees for employeees
Better iinformation thhroughout the company
Responssible relationsships with shareholders
Quality products adappted to consum
mers’
expectattions
.729
1.77***
.076
Useful aand truthful innformation abo
out products
Ethical ccommitment to
t suppliers an
nd distributorss
Fair playy in the relatioonships with competitors
c
Respectt for the enviroonment
Contribuution to regionnal socio-econ
nomic
developpment
Involvem
ment in comm
munity interestts
Collabooration with Puublic Adminisstration and
NGOs
Social ddialogue with government and
a enterprisess
Note: * p < .05; ** p < .0029 (Bonfeerroni’s adjustted alpha leveel); *** p < .00
01
Source: oown constructiion
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44.43**
55.46**
1.64
0.83
3.35*
1.40
0.88
2.04
3.10*

Parrtial
Etta
Squaared
.04
45
.05
54
.01
17
.00
09
.03
34
.01
14
.00
09
.02
21
.03
32

44.68**
44.57**
0.39
0.57
1.99

.04
47
.04
46
.00
04
.00
06
.02
21

3.21*
1.01

.03
33
.01
11

3.90*

.03
39

F

When results were considered sepatately for each dependent variable, four practices
reached statistical significance using a Bonferroni adjusted alpha level of .0029 (.05/17).
These were “health and safety at work” (F (4, 380) = 4.43; partial eta squared =
.045),“professional development and lifelong learning” (F (4, 380) = 5.46; partial eta squared
= .054),“useful and truthful information about products” (F (4, 380) = 4.68; partial eta
squared = .047), and “ethical commitment to suppliers and distributors” (F (4, 380) = 4.57;
partial eta squared = .046).
While not significant at a restrictive alpha level based on Bonferroni criteria, other four
marginal differences were significant at a p < .05 level: “fair work relations” (F (4, 380) =
3.35; partial eta squared = .034), “quality products adapted to consumers’ expectations” (F (4,
380) = 3.10; partial eta squared = .032), “involvement in community interests” (F (4, 380) =
3.21; partial eta squared = .033), and “social dialogue with government and enterprises” (F
(4, 380) = 3.90; partial eta squared = .039).
HSD pos hoc tests were performed to analyze differences between academic areas more
in deep. Differences statistically significant using an alpha level of .05 are shown in Table 3.
Briefly, students within Experimental areas reported higher CSR expectations than
students within other academic areas in most facets considered.
Also, Technical students were specially aware of the importance of sustainability in
organizations when compared to undergraduates within Social sciences, Health sciences and
Humanities, in dimensions like “professional development and lifelong learning”, fair work
relations”, “involvement in community interests”, and “social dialogue with government and
enterprises”.
Finally, students in Social and Legal fields displayed higher mean scores than Health
students in the dimension concerning “ethical commitment to suppliers and distributors” (M =
4.01 > M = 3.61).
Table 3. HSD pos hoc tests
Dependent variable
Health and safety at work
Professional development
and lifelong learning
Fair work relations
Quality products adapted to
consumers’ expectations
Useful and truthful
information about products
Ethical commitment to
suppliers and distributors
Involvement in community
interests
Social dialogue with
government and enterprises
Source: own construction

Independent variable
Academic area (I)
Academic area (J)
Social & Legal
(4.26)
Experimental (4.71)
Health (4.22)
Health (3.96)
Experimental (4.56)
Humanities (4.06)
Technical (4.42)
Health (3.96)
Experimental (4.53)
Humanities (3.72)
Technical (4.45)
Humanities (3.72)
Experimental (4.51)

Humanities (3.78)

Experimental (4.60)

Experimental (4.22)
Social & Legal (4.01)
Technical (3.88)
Experimental (4.20)
Technical (4.06)
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Social & Legal
(4.09)
Health (4.12)
Humanities (3.72)
Health (3.61)
Humanities (3.39)
Health (3.61)
Social & Legal
(5.52)
Health (3.59)
Health (3.59)

Mean dif.
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.

0.46

.146

.016

0.50
0.59
0.67
0.48
0.81
0.73

.179
.164
.224
.139
.250
.230

.046
.003
.025
.006
.011
.014

0.73

.239

.019

0.51

.141

.003

0.48
0.88
0.61
0.83
0.40

.173
.236
.189
.257
.147

.044
.002
.011
.011
.049

0.36

.126

.035

0.61
0.47

.193
.164

.014
.032

4. Conclusions
Nowadays, CSR practices are becoming a powerful tool for enterprises, in order to maintain
their reputation, send a signal to the various stakeholders with whom they interact and, at the
end, generate added value for society. In this context, this paper has been concerned to CSR
expectations of university undergraduates, given their status as future work force and
consumers.
Results stated that awareness of the importance of CSR practices in private enterprises
is notably widespread among university students, what reaffirms the idea that socially
responsible activities contributes to firms’ ability to deliver added value for their stakeholders.
Particularly, respondents’ expectations were mainly concentrated in issues concerned to
the work conditions of employees at an internal level, and relationships with consumers and
the environment at an external level. Remained practices were perceived important but less
central in the set of social functions attributed to enterprises.
Interpretation of this pattern of results points to the conclusion that roles assumed by
participants in the study as future employees and consumers may have led them to attribute to
these groups of stakeholders the most important social responsibilities of enterprises.
Nevertheless, further research is needed to clarify this premise from a more in-deep analysis
of the roles assumed for respondents in their personal and professional lives.
On the other hand, findings obtained confirmed some differences between university
graduates within different academic areas, concluding that students in Experimental and
Technical fields show a greater awareness of the social responsibilities of enterprises than
those within Social, Health and Humanities.
This pattern of results suggest the influence of higher education on the prevalent
concept of CSR hold by students, thus pointing the need of incorporating further transversal
training on the mater according to the future work demands of undergraduates. Likewise,
differences between groups of students by academic area reaffirm the importance of
incorporating segmentation criteria in corporate decision-making about CSR, fitting the
demands of objective publics.
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